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Research a garden in your community, whether a student/school garden, public 
community garden, or even neighbor’s garden! Meet with someone who works in or 
leads the garden to discuss implementing regenerative organic practices. Use your 
teaching tool and any other information you’ve learned to convey its importance. Be 
sure to document the process with pictures and/or video.  

   

   

  I went to my sisters school, wildcat 
mountain elementery school, and talked to Jamie Stoller, a lady who works at the 
school and knows about the farm. I asked her about what kind of farming techniques 
they used and they used a lot of regenerative organic agricultural techniques already. 
They recently harvested pumpkins. 
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If they agree to begin implementing regenerative organic practices, register their 
Climate Victory Garden here. 
 
Write a reflection about this experience. 
This was an interesting experience to see what schools and community gardens can do 
to create food in a way that benefits the environment. Also, by having these gardens at 
schools and allowing time during school for kids to learn about these environmentally 
friendly practices, hopefully it will influence them to make better choices when they’ll 
eventually have to buy their own food.   
 
What was their reaction?  
 
They liked how I wanted to learn more about what they were doing. They also enjoyed 
learning more about how the farming techniques they were using and how it was 
helping the environment/planet.  
 
Will they switch completely or start to implement some practices? 
 
They already had a lot of regenerative pratices inacted like crop rotation, using compost 
as fertilizer, and not using and chemicals/pesticides. Although they are thinking of 
getting chickens and will have to find room to let them roam but still keep them safe 
from wildlife that lives in the area (mountain lions & coyotes). 
 
 

 

 

https://www.greenamerica.org/climate-victory-gardens/commitment-grow-climate-victory-garden

